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QUARTZ CREAM
MULTI SURFACE, CREAM DETERGENT FOR QUARTZ, MARBLE AND
GRANITE WORKTOPS.
Description:

Specific cream detergent containing micro abrasives indicated for the maintenance
and removal of stubborn dirt and grime from quartz worktops. Highly effective on felt
pens marks, light scratches, surface stains and for the removal of patinas and build
ups from installation. Product can be used for daily maintenance of worktop surfaces
removing limescale residues and build ups from marble and granite worktops and
vanity units.

How to use:

Shake product before use. Remove all excess surface dirt, dust and debris before proceeding
with application. Always proceed to test product first in a small area so to determine product
suitability with surface.

Pass a damp cloth over area to be cleaned so to humidify surface. Apply a small
amount of product to area and proceed to work area with a white felt pad using
circular movements. Do not allow product to dry on surface. Add water to maintain a
cream texture. Remove when stains and surface has be cleaned using a damp clean
cloth.

Dilutions:

n.a.

Notes:

Whoever before using this product, should fully read completely the product label,
the technical data sheet and material safety data sheet or contact us directly for any
information. We highly recommend to follow precisely all indications within supplied
documentation. We highly recommend that the product is always tested first in a
inconspicuous area so to determine the products compatibility and final result with
the material to be treated. In all cases please maintain packaging tightly closed and
always out of the reach of children. Always supply adequate ventilation when using
product indoors and do not eat or drink during product use.

Coverage:

Depending on surface and residues to be removed, 200 ml is sufficient to maintain
a standard worktop or vanity unit.

Packaging:

200 ml bottles in boxes of 12 pieces

Our technical advice, whether verbal or in writing is given in good faith without warranty and should not be considered binding towards third parties. We highly suggest that
product is used always under the best professional working conditions possible. Product use and application is under the sole responsibility of the user and beyond our control.
We guarantee product quality as of our production standards and supplied terms and conditions. Should, in spite of this, liability be established for any damage, it will be limited
to the value of the goods delivered by us and used by you.
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